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Fortech launches Compliance Platform, C.E.O Bhasker Rao looking for partners World-wide.  

Issue Date: 09/06/2011 
TEMPE, AZ -- Fortech Software Consulting, Inc. announces the launch of its Compliance Platform that is a generic client-
customizable web-based enterprise solution designed for efficiently managing all aspects Compliance requirements for any industry 
such as OSHA, NERC, FERC, EPA, CIP, etc. This solution can be effectively used by any and all entities that have Compliance 
Mandates.  This fully scalable platform gives organizations the tools required to be compliant with the latest Compliance 

standards & Audit requirements. 

 
According to Bhasker Rao, Ph.D., C.E.O of Fortech Software Consulting Inc., of Tempe AZ, “Organizations from all industries are 
being tasked with greater levels of Compliance regulations and are constantly looking for an easy but affordable solution to meet 

those standards. Fortech’s solution offers an organized approach to meet all regulations/standards, requirements and measures, 

developing internal procedures, linking supporting documentation, preparing audits to achieve Compliance requirements.”  
He further noted “Contrary to some recent erroneous press releases by another company, Fortech is still an independent 
Organization and is actively seeking partners world-wide to launch this powerful solution. We feel that this platform can be easily 
configured for any industry to simplify any Audit process at an extremely affordable price without compromising on quality”.  

Few features include:  

 Client configurable to customize for any Compliance Standard/ Requirements 
 Enterprise web-solution to manage multiple users ( with definable User privileges)  
 Can be integrated into Microsoft Windows and Office. 
 E-mail and Text message alerts for audit dates. 
 Version tracking for all document and data files. 
 Employees/Users are automatically notified of task assignments, reassignments, pending and late tasks. 
 Export / save documents and files to local desktops for future reference. 
 Real-time Audit Reports categorized by Standards/Requirements. 
 Dashboards 

Fortech’s Compliance Platform is available as a Site License, Source code as well as a Hosted Service. This solution would 
also provide means to integrate data with 3rd party systems, ensuring a greater ROI. Fortech offers a comprehensive suite of 
world class energy enterprise software designed to transform utility business processes and seamlessly automate their business 
processes. 

About Fortech Software: 

Fortech Software Consulting, Inc. (a privately owned C-Corp.) provides Business Process Automation solutions that address the 
needs of the Energy/Hydro Utilities & Manufacturing Industry. In addition to its off-the-shelf solutions, Fortech has developed and 
implemented several custom software solutions. Fortech’s Services and Solutions for the Utility/Manufacturing industry utilize a 
combination of several leading-edge technologies and experience. In addition to its standard products, the company also provides 
Compliance Consulting, IT consulting, Energy Consulting and Systems Integration Services. Fortech was founded in 1998 and has 
its corporate office in Tempe, AZ.  

 
 


